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Abstract

The power system is undergoing a digitalization, decarbonization and decentralization. Economic incentives

along with resiliency and reliability concerns are partly driving the transition. In the process of decentraliza-

tion local energy markets are forming at various places. A virtual power plant (VPP) is a by-product of this

digitalization capitalizing on the opportunity to further promote renewable resources, demand side flexibility,

and sector coupling. A VPP enables resilient operation of power system while assembling small to large

scale generation units and demand side flexibility. Specifically, during the pandemic uncertainty virtual work

meets virtual power plants. A VPP has two both cyber and physical components. On one side, the physical

component presents the operational challenges in terms of security, stability, reliability and efficiency. On

the other side, the cyber component introduces the challenges on communication, computation, security, and

privacy. A VPP synthesizes synergies between the cyber and physical components thereby harnessing the

potential in terms of enhancing energy efficiency and reducing the cost. The objective of this paper is to

introduce the virtual power plant and integrated energy system with associated concepts, terminology and

relation thereof. The secondary objective is to categorize the key concepts while highlighting subsequent

issues in planning, operations and control of a VPP with an integrated energy system. Moreover, this paper

knits together the concepts and challenges in realizing virtual power plants with integrated energy systems.

Keywords: Cyber physical energy systems, Energy informatics, Integrated energy systems, Virtual power

plants

1. Introduction

Recent developments in renewable energy generation and electrical vehicles (EVs), the widespread use of

combined heat and power (CHP) technology, as well as the emerging power-to-gas (P2G) devices in power

systems, have provoked significant changes in energy production and consumption patterns, and at the same

time presented some new opportunities towards an environmentally sustainable energy system. Therefore,

the traditional multi-energy network has been endowed with new implications: the electrical power system,

natural gas system, electrified intelligent transportation system, and district heating system have formed a

closed-loop within a broader integrated energy system (IES) [1]. An IES is a heterogeneous system with a



hierarchical and multi-modal structure, as well as a multi-level network topology [2]. The IES can be defined

as a system that operates electric power and heating components in an optimal manner, to serve electric,

heating, and transportation demands to the end-users. The subsets of an IES such as electric power and heat

systems are coupled through CHP [3] units and energy hubs [4]. An energy hub is a multi-energy system

platform with various combinations of multiple-kind energy inputs and outputs [5]. An energy hub benefits

from the synergy of energy carriers. Based on the price levels of various kinds of energy, the operation strategy

of an energy hub can be optimized to maximize a specified objective function [6]. Energy storage has the

potential to act as a linkage among different sectors of an IES [7] for implementing optimal operation of an

IES. The energy storage can broadly be classified into electrical and thermal. Linking the energy storage

systems could mitigate the variations from renewable resources alongside of optimal energy conversion to

meet the load demand.

In a power system, the power supply must meet the load demand in real time, otherwise frequency and

voltage can deviate from the normal operating regime. This deviation could lead to damage of devices, brown

outs, outages, and even blackouts. The alternating current (AC) power grid itself has no medium of storage,

therefore the power in and out must be controlled to maintain the power balance. The traditional dispatchable

resources can be moderated with a reasonable time delay. The portfolio of generation includes relatively

small numbers of dispatchable power plants with large capacity. As renewable generation units take a

sizable proportion of the portfolio of generation, and its non-dispatchable generation output poses substantial

challenges to maintain the balance, then on the one hand, curtailing the renewable energy generation is not

a viable option, since the clean energy is wasted and on the other, some kind of renewable generation such

as solar and wind power depend will on its nature, and the production cannot be ramped up on demand.

Dispatchable generation resources are necessary to maintain the security of the power supply through load

following, frequency and voltage regulation, and reserve power. [8].

The renewable energy resources are usually in the form of setting of many small distributed generators

which behave independently. A power network with a high share of renewable energy would require power

storage units to charge during power surplus and discharge during power deficits- to maintain the power

balance. Batteries, a mode of energy storage, are commonly used since they can charge and discharge rapidly

to offset any power imbalances. The power grids may install very large battery banks, typically in the size of

a dispatchable power unit, or utilize small residential battery units already installed in individual households.

The residential batteries serve as back-up generators and contribute to the better utilization of the energy.

The behind the meter battery units can be aggregated together at residential and commercial buildings to

form a VPP [9, 10, 11, 12]. A VPP can also constitute large battery banks coupled with large wind farms

or solar plants. Accordingly, a VPP could serve not only as a backup, but also as support to the grid in

the maximum utilization of renewable energy generation [13]. This leads to significant cost reduction in grid

control and motivates new and small renewable energy installations. The electric and heat load demands

vary with weather, time of the year, and special occasions. In a typical day the peak load appears for a
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short span of time. To meet the peak load high capacity of generators are built, however they are unused

most of the time outside of the peak hours. Alternatively, the balance power is purchased at a significant

premium from neighbors with excess generation [14]. Power can be cheaper if the demand is offset and the

load curve is flattened. However, charging the battery banks just after the peak hours might extend the peak

hours [15]. Therefore, the charging is spread out over a period of time during off-peak hours. Moreover, a

VPP can facilitate optimal energy management for distributed energy resources with stochastic renewable

energy generation [16]. The coordinated planning and operation, as well as optimal strategies of an IES, have

raised widespread concerns regarding a reasonable utilization of multi vector energy resources. The IES can

also enhance the accommodation capability for renewable energy generation. However, this has not yet been

systematically investigated in the existing literature. Furthermore, the potential of different kinds of energy

resources as a service for the future electricity market, is yet to be investigated.

1.1. Scope and key contributions of the paper

There is a significant progress in small-scale distributed generation, behind-the-meter generation, energy

storage options, EVs and flexibility at the distribution grid level. When aggregated, these small scale units

can unlock the total system flexibility, while still being environmentally friendly. In order to facilitate such

a transition, these assets need access to the energy market. A VPP is essentially a virtual layer on the top

of the physical power units. A VPP provides a platform to access and actively participate in the market

for the small scale units. Consequently the energy system is becoming decentralized and distributed while

the digitization acts as an enabler. This transition also benefits the generators, retailers, distribution and

transmission network providers through demand shifting, reduction in investments and reduction in network

reinforcement costs while lowering reserve power requirements while improving the reliability and security of

supply. The energy market framework has experienced a paradigm shift towards peer to peer trading in the

last few years as reported by numerous studies. New business models, actors and participants are emerging

to engage in a consumer oriented energy system. However, this shift poses many challenges in the form of

decision making problems. Many pilot projects are ongoing in USA, Europe and Australia to realize the

VPP’s potential. However, there is a gap in listing the range of issues in terms of decision making challenges

and opportunities for a VPP in an IES. One of the key challenges in deploying VPP is resiliency; specifically

how to maintain or improve the grid resiliency with the virtualisation of power generation system. A VPP

improves resiliency through replacing one large power generation unit with multiple small scale generators.

This process improves the fault tolerance of the system and avoids the cascading of faults. However this

process also brings challenges associated with power quality (PQ).

This paper sets out to summarize the emerging trends alongside providing an overview of the challenges

that arise when coupling the concept of the VPP together with the concept of integrated energy systems.

The objective of this paper is to provide a holistic view on the current state and future directions of VPPs.

For this purpose a big picture of the role of VPPs with an integrated energy system will be presented. The

VPP is also discussed as a cyber physical system with physical and cyber components’ potential connections
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with IES, and with an energy hub as the linkage between them. The power system resiliency in the context of

a VPP with an IES is discussed in detail when addressing the challenges and provisions. Moreover, the paper

discusses storage options for VPPs, as well as opportunities for its participation in the energy markets, and

directions for intelligent solutions of future VPPs. In summary, the proposed work provides a comprehensive

and systematic overview of the challenges and potentials associated with a VPP together with IES. This is

achieved by setting a context for decision making considering the emerging trends in the energy market while

considering the technical challenges in the physical layer.

The current section establishes the context and key terminology. Section 2 introduces and defines the

concept of a VPP compared to the concepts of microgrids and energy hubs while associated technical chal-

lenges are discussed in Section 3.1. A VPP with an IES as a cyber physical system is discussed in Section

4. Subsequently the value proposition of a VPP with an IES is discussed in section 5. In Section 6 the

sector coupling for linking electrical and heating sectors is discussed. The storage options, both thermal and

electrical, are discussed in Section 7. The VPP participation in the energy markets is addressed in Section 8.

The future of a VPP based on current trends is covered in Section 9.1. Finally some conclusions are drawn

in Section 10.

2. VPPs, microgrids and Energy Systems

Traditionally, the impediment to entry for participation in the electricity market, off-sets individual

small scale entities such as a PV plant participating independently. The emergence of distributed and low-

investment generation units, the incentives for increasing the share of renewable generation, and the demand

side participation, are among the key issues going forward to a carbon neutral future.

This paper proposes to classify VPPs into the single owner physical VPP (P-VPP) and multi owner cyber

VPP (C-VPP). A P-VPP has a portfolio of assets which are owned by the VPP. A C-VPP has a portfolio

of assets which are owned by different parties. Both VPPs trade as a single unit in the energy market, while

C-VPP allows peer to peer trading within the VPP through a local market formation. In addition, C-VPP is

more flexible in terms of asset types and size. This means heating assets can be a part of the C-VPP and the

size of the asset can be dynamically changed if a new party joins the coalition. This latter definition therefore

unfolds the concept of VPP with IES that has not yet been discussed and investigated in the literature. Note

that both P-VPP and C-VPP are a portfolio of technologies operated through a cyber platform. However,

the former physically owns the assets while the latter forms multi-party agreements to operate as one entity.

A VPP is a portfolio of decentralized and distributed units of the power network. The units can be

power generation, storage, and demand side flexibility. The objective of a VPP is to collectively trade the

transactive energy (power, flexibility, and reserve power) in the electricity market. The cluster of individual

assets are pooled together as a portfolio that is called a VPP. An asset can be an individual storage unit or

the demand side flexibility of a consumer. As with a conventional plant, a VPP exerts a degree of control

through switches to maintain the system’s stability. A VPP resides between the transmission and distribution
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system operators. While an individual power plant is limited to the granularity, a VPP can further the scope

by integrating smart meters data into the balancing of demand-and-supply. Typically a VPP receives these

control signals from the transmission system operator.

A VPP is tightly integrated with the distribution system operator who owns and controls the medium to

low voltage power network. The Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) is often used by the

system operators for this purpose. Like the conventional power plant a VPP adjusts the portfolio through

smart algorithms, to respond quickly and effectively to price signals from the power and ancilliary services

markets. In contrast to the conventional power plant, a VPP is decentralized and distributed [17]. Due to

the modular nature of a VPP, the chances of failure are far lower compared to a conventional large power

plants. In addition, the condition of assets can be better integrated to the total risk quotient in the risk

portfolio of a VPP.

A VPP is essentially grid connected and centrally controlled. The VPP can be large in size with more

flexibility potential. A VPP is dependent on smart meters and associated technology to form a virtual market

environment, that is flexible and open to participation. More and more power plants are employing smart

algorithms for smart grid demand projection, flexibility calculations and power generation from weather pat-

terns. A VPP is essentially a software platform that can enable a higher degree of accuracy and effectiveness

on this aspect.

A microgrid represents a localized and miniature power systems and has a localized control system for

efficient energy management. A microgrid can be in the form of an isolated grid, such as an island, or in a

grid connected format. Microgrids engage the inverters and smart switches for effective control. Typically

microgrids exist in the form of islands or military bases, where the isolation is due to the expensive cost of

connection, or intent to remain self-contained units. A VPP may contain a cluster of microgrids or individual

units among its assets.

An energy hub is a sector coupling instrument linking multiple energy carriers. The energy carriers range

from energy generation (such as PV, or wind), energy conversion (power to X or gas to X) to energy storage

(i.e. hydrogen, battery banks and EVs). An energy hub provides local control, flexibility and accessibility to

the overall system. As it happens with microgrids, the energy hub may be deployed in different spatial scales

ranging from a building to a city. An energy hub essentially provides the integration of uncertain renewable

energy resources. An energy hub facilitates greater flexibility in the overall system while enabling transactive

energy. The energy hubs are modular in structure, allowing the integration of new energy carriers or storage

units while offering system flexibility.

On one hand, an energy hub can soak the excess electricity from the grid by converting electricity to heat,

cold and other synthetic fluids. Thereby an energy hub aids in balancing the overcapacity or over production,

and optimal power reserve allocation. An energy hub is in-fact a tool for congestion management. On the

other hand, an energy hub can act as a reserve power unit when the prices are high, or when there is a

scarcity in production. They do this by producing electricity from the multitude of renewable sources, heat
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to power technologies, and synthetic bio-fuels. Consequently, an energy hub can increase the total efficiency

of a system such as a a biomass plant, by absorbing electricity and releasing either electricity or heat to aid

in peak shaving.

In [18] the scheduling of a VPP containing multiple smart energy hubs is demonstrated. The VPP

expands the geographical scope, while the energy hub acts as a local and physical control unit. The VPP

and the energy hub may adopt a leader-follower scheme where the VPP acts as the virtual platform for

energy transactions, and the energy hub acts as the physical connection enabling, and thereby following, the

VPP. The flexibility offered by the energy hub would be the upper capacity/limit for the VPP platform for

transactions.

A VPP renders an optimal and balanced way to integrate the distributed and decentralized energy re-

sources towards the purpose of sustainable energy. The hierarchy of actors in a power network is presented

in Figure 1. As outlined in the previous paragraphs, a VPP can act as a local energy market where both

small scale units, such as demand side flexibility, and large scale units, such as large scale PV power plant,

can participate. Under the energy market there are TSOs and DSOs. Each DSO has an integrated energy

system underneath representing a heating and electric loop. Both loops are tied at the source and origin.

The origin could be a CHP plant and the source is a consumer who might consume heat energy from heating

loop and electricity from electric loop. An energy hub presents junctions between the loops that can store

and transform from one form to another.

VPPs normally operate at the DSO level with assets dispersed across the network. The VPP portfolio

can hold assets from a heating and electric network. The VPP operates in the energy market within the

TSO on the same level as a DSO, while integrating units from multiple DSOs and microgrids. Islanded

microgrids can also participate in a VPP. However since there are no physical links to the grid they are

placed as an extension to the DSOs. Figure 2 presents the end-user energy consumption loops. At one end of

the loop there is demand and other end is generation forming loops for different types of energy consumption:

heating/cooling, transportation and electric. The loops are proportional to the share of energy consumption.

For instance the energy consumption for heating or cooling is higher in comparison to transport and electric.

An IES sets out to tie the loops of generation together thereby increasing the total system throughput.

3. Technical challenges in a VPP

The VPP is primarily a software platform with switches. Subsequently there are a range of challenges

that arise in terms of distributed energy and software. A VPP platform needs to collect, process and render

decisions for portfolio management in real time. The sources range from smart meters to bids from small scale

generation units. However, there are often inconsistencies in the data management from various stakeholders

and clients. Where the data structure of a VPP do not fit with a client’s data structure, there is a significant

cost of development. In the energy sector new business models are formed frequently and adapted to the

regulations and changing landscape. Accordingly, consistent software protocols need to be in place. A
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microservice oriented architecture for a VPP is presented in [19]. A software architecture to manage the

smart metering systems with existing software for outage and workforce management is presented in [20].

Finally, a cloud computing solution for the VPP platform with reduced infrastructure cost for a VPP is

presented in [21].

The output of renewable energy generation is influenced by environmental characteristics like solar ra-

diation and wind speed. This reliance can lead to power quality disturbances [22]. A high penetration of

renewable energy generation can cause voltage fluctuations, current harmonics, voltage harmonics, voltage
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swell or sag, unbalance, malfunction of protective devices, overloading, and failure of electrical equipment

[23, 24]. A typical distribution of power quality (PQ) disturbances by duration, shows that disturbances

lasting less than one second far outnumber the others in occurrence [25].

The voltage fluctuations are one of the major power quality concerns that distributed renewable energy

generation imposes on the system [26]. The intermittent nature of renewable energy generation causes fast

voltage fluctuations (fast changes in voltage amplitude) [27]. The voltage deviations are further amplified

by the large R/X ratio of medium voltage and especially low voltage networks [27]. The voltage rises caused

by the distributed generation can interfere with the operation of tap changers, since the voltage reference

is no longer indicative of the voltage profile of the feeder [28]. The voltage fluctuations caused by the fast

changes in the weather conditions can have detrimental effects on the voltage regulation equipment present

in the feeder, such as On Load Tap Changing Transformers, Switched Capacitor Banks , and Step Voltage

Regulators [29]. Premature wear and tear can occur due to the increased numbers of operations of these

devices [29].

The distributed renewable energy generation can cause high voltages when interconnected in small res-

idential areas sharing a distribution transformer [28]. If the transformer primary voltage is already at the

upper limit, the DR can reduce the voltage drop through the transformer and secondary conductors, which

will cause high voltages to be experienced by other customers on the transformer [30].

3.1. Mitigation of Power Quality Disturbances

Conventionally, the voltage at service locations is maintained by utilising fixed designs of the system (e.g.,

conductor selection, substation and distribution transformer tap settings and fixed capacitor banks) and by

voltage control equipment such as automatic load tap changers, step-type voltage regulators (SVR), and

switched capacitors [28]. The design of the feeder is based on the assumption that the loading profile follows

a predictable pattern: with real power loading on the feeder causing voltage to decrease monotonically from

the substation [28]. SVR controls continuously monitor voltages and load currents to adjust tap positions

accordingly [28]. Capacitors (switched and fixed) compensate reactive current, reducing the current from the

source to the capacitor location, resulting in reduced line voltage drop [28].

The currently used voltage regulation methods with conventional voltage/volt-ampere reactive (VAR)

control devices cannot respond well and promptly to the voltage limits violations that may occur due to

renewable energy injection and Plug-In Electric Vehicle charging [27]. One way to mitigate the adverse

effects caused by the interaction of renewable energy generation and voltage regulating devices is control

coordination [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. A review of communication-based non-centralized control schemes that

can be applied specifically to voltage regulation of distribution networks can be found in [27].

Another mitigation method is the use of a Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR), which can be used for

handling voltage sags and swells, and for damping voltage fluctuations [24]. Power quality disturbance

mitigation by the use of DVR is proposed and discussed in [37]. According to [24], DVR is one of the best

devices for mitigating power quality issues in the conventional power system and micro grids.
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In recent years Static Synchronous Compensators and Static VAR Compensator have been used exten-

sively for solving many PQ issues that were caused by renewable energy generation integration [24]. The

use of flexible AC Transmission Systems devices for PQ improvement in integrated wind energy system is

discussed in [38]. A static var compensator and static synchronous compensator are used for overcoming sags

[39, 40], and compensating reactive power [41, 42]. A static synchronous compensator is used for damping

voltage fluctuations in [43, 44].

A promising solution [45] for mitigating power quality disturbances such as sag, swell and flicker [46, 47, 48]

can be a Unified Power Quality Controller [49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. A unified power quality conditioner is a

complete configuration of hybrid filters, which is identified as a multifunctional power conditioner utilized to

compensate for different voltage disturbances [24].

4. VPP with IES: an Energy Informatics approach

The concept of VPPs is highly interdisciplinary, touching upon subjects ranging from engineering, to

computer science and economics, together with power and energy systems. From this point of view, VPPs

fall fully into the novel domain of Energy Informatics, which aims at “exploring the intersection of infor-

matics, power engineering and energy economics” [55]. Renewable VPPs in particular, can make a decisive

contribution to the main scope of Energy Informatics by reaching the two main goals- energy efficiency, and

renewable energy supply [56], thus facilitating the global transition towards sustainable and resilient energy

systems [57]. This section aims to present an Energy Informatics approach to address VPP with IES.

Figure 3: Overview of a VPP in the context of Energy Informatics

Fig. 3 illustrates the links between VPPs and computer science in the broad context of Energy Informatics.

As shown in Fig. 3, the concept of the VPP can be described by two main parts. First we identify a physical
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space, that is represented by the physical resources available for energy production, classified as renewable

sources (i.e wind plants, biomass plants, solar plants) and conventional sources, together with the transmission

and distribution grid infrastructures. Within the physical space, sector coupling (power-to-X technologies)

has an important role, to interconnect and integrate the energy consuming sectors - transport, industrial,

residential, and commercial - with the power producing sector.

The physical space outlined above, can be investigated, understood, and controlled through modern

mathematical and computer science techniques, which together form part of a so-called cyber space. A cyber

space can successfully function through four main tasks that are strongly interconnected:

• Learn: understand the data

• Predict: forecast and generate new data

• Model: build technological mathematical optimisation models

• Optimize: utilize the data and the models to make optimal decisions that can positively influence the

physical space

The first task is “learning”, which means to gain a deep understanding of the data gathered from the

physical space, identifying patterns and understanding the peculiar properties and trends. Once the data has

been understood and handled through the learning process, they can be utilized for the second task which

is “predict”. This refers to the ability to forecast the future based on the information previously obtained

in the available dataset. Typical forecast that are necessary within a VPP are related to demand, weather,

price, production etc. Within the learning and forecast tasks, a key role is played by computer science

subjects such as machine learning, big energy data, data analytics, artificial intelligence, database systems.

Once the learning and prediction tasks are over, the key is how to utilize this new generated knowledge to

build mathematical optimization models that represent the energy systems and the main technical properties

of the resources involved. Finally, the knowledge, the data, and the models can then be utilized within

optimization tasks, in order to make optimal decisions that can positively impact the physical space where

the VPP resources are located. Such optimal decisions refer to both investment decisions and operational

decisions. Investment decisions deal with optimal design which can for instance impact the optimal portfolio

of a flexibility mix within the energy market. Operational decisions deal with optimal real time control

of the existing VPPs where the main objectives can be (but may not be limited to) profit maximization,

together with emissions reduction. The optimization tasks involve both applied mathematics (with particular

regard to Operations Research, in form of mathematical optimisation in general and Smart Energy and Power

Systems modelling in particular [58]) and programming skills that allow the development of decision support

systems (DSS) tools for the specific VPP application and objectives. Within the DSS tools, key subjects play

important roles, such as parallel computing (especially when scalability issues arise), data processing, data

integration, data synthesis and visualization. Fig. 4 shows an overview of a DSS for a VPP application and

the subjects involved.
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Figure 4: A proposed decision support system architecture for VPP

The physical space and the cyber space introduced above, are linked through two main tasks. “Monitor-

ing” allows the transferring of data from the physical space into the cyber space (a typical example in this

case is represented by the use of sensors, devices, and smart meters). In contrast, “Decision and Control”

takes the decisions developed in the cyber space, and implements them back into the physical space for an

optimized management of the VPP. Through monitoring and control, by linking a physical space to a cyber

space, the overall described system, defines the so-called Cyber Physical Energy System (CPES) [59]. By

adding the perspective of CPES to the concept of VPP, the concept of VPP-CPES is identified. On top of

the CPES defined above, it is possible to add the Internet of Things (IoT). Through IoT, the VPP-CPES can

be connected to the internet, and decisions can be automatized and enhanced. A typical example of a VPP

would be the possibility to connect to the market, and optimize the operational use of the flexibility mix,

through bidding strategies, arbitrage and demand response. IoT is therefore at the heart of the VPP-CPES,

with connections to all the main tasks. Through IoT the data gathered through monitoring can be uploaded

onto the cloud. Moreover, the outcome of the data manipulation (through learning, predictions, and opti-

mization) can be accessed remotely. In addition, control and decision making tasks can be enhanced through

cloud computing, thus avoiding the barrier of software installation and maintenance inside the companies’

computers. A cloud-based service can perform software updates seamlessly and can deliver a generic product

that can be used by everyone independently of the knowledge in data-science.

5. Value of VPP with an IES

VPPs are typically comprised of flexible loads, energy storage units, and dispatchable and non-dispatchable

resources. These geographically dispersed resources are aggregated as a VPP participating in the energy mar-

ket [60]. The power network infrastructure can be categorized into levels such as pico, micro, and macro grid,

which are interconnected.

The power system can be classified in ascending order in terms of size and scale to - pico, micro and
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macro grid. Fig. 5 represents the scale and operations of a VPP through pico, micro and macro grid. A

VPP can integrate resources from a picogrid to a macrogrid level. Thanks to the recent advances in edge,

cloud and fog computing [21] these resources can be coordinated to operate seamlessly. On a residential

scale, picogrid level operations can be identified, such as data mining, load profiling along with participation

in a VPP through load flexibility. The microgrid level is essentially the aggregation of picogrids at the level

of residential and commercial buildings. Microgrids present modularity, aggregated flexibility, resiliency and

accessibility to clean resources. Subsequently, the macrogrid level combines the former, pico and micro, and

presents non-critical reserve power, grid synchronization and aggregated power. This classification aids in

planning solutions that fit the requirements of scale and size. For instance the objectives on a building at the

pico grid level are different from those of the macro grid. Moreover, for a VPP the scale and size of operation

would determine optimal portfolio and operational regime in a decentralized and distributed setting. VPPs

can be classified into three categories based on the size, scale and operational priorities.

Pico grid

• Data mining

• Load profiling

• Demand side 
management

• Flexibility

Micro grid

• Modularity

• Flexibility

• Resilience

• Economic

• Clean energy

Macro grid

• Reserve power

• Grid synchronization

• Aggregated

Figure 5: Grid structure

A VPP enables flexible integration of geographically dispersed and different resources to achieve low

emission and low-cost power. A VPP operates in a electricity market driven by price signals resulting from

policy measures. For instance CO2 prices would be consequential to the share of renewable energy based

generation units in the VPP portfolio. Fig. 6 presents the operational mechanism of a VPP. A VPP through

coordinated planning determines optimal operational regimes in the day ahead, intra day and balance market.

The figure also includes the variables of generation, storage and load/flexibility that a VPP would optimize.

Of course, the VPP may also participate in the reserve market, reactive power support market and others.

The following are among the key performance indicators and value propositions for a VPP with IES.

• VPP overcomes uncertainties inherent in non-dispatchable resources such as wind and solar energy

resources through collaboration and coordination of operation [61].
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• VPP overcomes risks by avoiding up-front investments and operational failures.

• VPP improves flexibility from both demand [62] and supply sides.

• VPP overcomes geographical barriers as in virtual participation.

• VPP portfolio leads to cost reduction while maintaining supply-demand balance and impacting pro-

duction volumes.

• VPP portfolio comprises a wide range of technologies in the portfolio, ranging from a pico-grid (pro-

sumer) to microgrid level.

• VPP integrates participation of the demand side as the ancillary service and flexibility provider in

power grid operation.

• VPP enables optimal utilization of energy produced from renewable.

• VPP enables accessibility ranging from a very small-scale producer (prosumer) to a mid-range wind

park to participate.

• VPP facilitates emission reduction through participation and awareness.

• VPP provides scope for new and innovative, customer centring, and participatory value streams gen-

eration. In addition, it incentives participation of consumers and small producers. An example is

represented by coordinated planning of optimal flexibility [63, 14].

The VPP technology is relatively new and thereby has its own challenges namely technology, policy, and

market oriented. Technology challenges include asset management, risk aggregation, software architecture

and privacy related issues from the energy usage. In addition, there are policy, regulation, law and framework
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challenges for defining the scope. Market challenges include a sustainable financial business model develop-

ment, and electricity market reforms concerning VPPs. These challenges are still open questions in relation

to the fast evolving power and energy space, in particular within emerging VPPs. Owing to geographical

and consumers energy behaviour, the regulations would also differ. There, different requirements and po-

tentials exists in different geographical areas. For instance high potential of PVs in southern EU and high

concentration of wind in northern EU, or high heating demand in the north and high cooling demand in the

south. However, a VPP can enable better market coupling if these issues are solved where consumers also

play a role through coordinated decision making for a decentralized and distributed power gird. A VPP also

strengthens the grid resiliency of the decentralized and distributed power network through:

• distributed asset monitoring considering the condition of assets at demand, generation, transmission,

energy storage and measurement

• complementarity control to flatten the overall demand curve and stable power generation capacity

• contingency aware power flow and grid in-feed

• accessibility for small, large and EV generation units

• integration of heating and power requirements of a network

6. Sector coupling options for VPPs

Sector coupling refers the concept of a purposeful connection and interaction of energy sectors to increase

the flexibility of supply, demand, and storing [64]. Coupling the heating and the power sector can play a

key role in a decarbonized power system [65]. The sector coupling concept is particularly relevant within the

C-VPP definition introduced in Section 2. Indeed, a C-VPP is described by a portfolio of assets that are

owned by different parties. In this setting, a C-VPP allows peer to peer trading within the VPP, through a

local market formation. This means heating assets can be part of the C-VPP, and therefore sector coupling

options arise. Power-to-X technologies represent a way to achieve sector coupling. Within the Physical

Space identified in Fig. 3, the sector coupling options are embedded within the Power-to-X module, as the

interface that connects the renewable and conventional sources, with the residential, commercial, industrial

and transport sectors.

The coupling between the heating and the power sector is identified by two main processes within the

so-called power-to-X methods:

• Power-to-heat refers to the conversion of electrical energy into heat. This is allowed for instance through

the use of heat pumps.

• Power-to-gas refers to the use of surplus wind generation to produce hydrogen through electrolysis.
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In addition, the broader definition of sector coupling also includes the possibility of coupling the energy

and the transportation sector [66]. In particular, the so called power-to-mobility refers to the use of batteries

of electric cars as a buffer. This is also known as vehicle-to-grid technology, through which energy is pushed

back to the power grid from the battery of electric cars.

For the specific purpose of a VPP we are more interested in the coupling between the heating and the

power sectors, which has the highest potential within the frame of C-VPP described earlier in this paper.

When including heating concepts within the C-VPP frame, two main technologies show promising poten-

tial: low temperature district heating and Organic Rankine Cycles.

District heating systems provide the heat generated in a centralized location to a set of users for their

residential and commercial heating requirements such as space heating and water heating. The heat is often

obtained from a cogeneration plant burning fossil fuels or biomass. Heat distribution is generally obtained

by using hot water or steam flowing through a closed network of insulated pipes and heat exchange stations

at the users’ locations [67]. District heating can be linked to electricity systems through co-generation of

electricity and heat, and through power-to-heat production in large-scale heat pumps.

Low temperature district heating refers to district heating where the network supply temperature is

reduced down to approximately 50 degrees or even less (ultra-low temperature district heating). Low tem-

perature district heating offers new possibilities for greater energy efficiency and utilization of renewable

energy sources, which lead to reduced consumption of fossil fuel-based energy [68].

The integration of low temperature district heating within C-VPP solutions, can therefore enhance the

renewable potential of a VPP. From this perspective, low temperature district heating represents one key

option to move from the conventional concept of VPP towards a more holistic concept of VPP with an

integrated energy system, like the C-VPP outlined earlier in this paper.

An Organic Rankine Cycle has been recognized as a promising technology for conversion of heat into

electricity since it can be designed for operation at low temperatures with suitably-selected working fluids

[69]. An Organic Rankine Cycle uses an organic, high molecular mass fluid with a liquid-vapor phase change,

occurring at a lower temperature than the water-steam phase change. The fluid allows Rankine cycle heat

recovery from lower temperature sources (i.e. biomass combustion, industrial waste heat, geothermal heat,

solar ponds etc). The low-temperature heat is converted into useful work, that can itself be converted into

electricity. Various sources can provide the heat for the Organic Rankine Cycle, from solar radiation, to

biomass combustion, geothermal heat, or waste heat from industry. Hence, a small-scale Organic Rankine

Cycle can be an appropriate option for sunny remote areas [70] where combined with photovoltaic panels, it

can be a suitable alternative for electricity generation. Moreover, a tailored model and fine management can

provide both electricity and thermal energy for the local inhabitants [71].

The Organic Rankine Cycle also plays an important role in waste heat valorisation in the process industry

since the residual heat can be converted to electricity. It has been proven that coupling waste heat recovery

with a district heating network can provide flexibility to the electricity generation. This flexibility can be
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utilised by a VPP, to compensate for the variable output of renewable energy sources [72]. It is therefore

possible to implement strategies to balance variable renewable production with industrial waste heat, instead

of compensating the power fluctuations only by traditional power plants such as gas and coal.

In summary, both low temperature district heating and the Organic Rankine Cycle can actively and

successfully contribute to renewable VPP solutions, by expanding the concept of VPPs towards the broader

concept of VPP with integrated energy systems.

7. Storage options for VPPs

Storage technologies Maximum Power (MW/h) Drain time Life span (Yrs/cycles) Energy density (Wh/lt) Efficiency (%) Power Network level

Pumped hydro 3000 4 to 16h 30 to 60 0.2 – 2 70-85 Transmission

Compressed air 1000 2 to 30h 20 to 40 6 - Feb 40-70 Transmission

Li-ion 100 1 min to 8h 2 to 3 200-400 85-95 Transmission and Distribution

Lead-acid 100 1 min to 8h 3 to 5 50-80 80-90 Transmission and Distribution

Flow-based 100 hours 12000 to 14000 cycles 20-70 60-85 Transmission and Distribution

Hydrogen 100 Mins to week 5 to 30 600 at 200 bar 25-45 Transmission

Flywheel 20 Seconds to minutes 20 to 30 20 to 80 70-95 Transmission

Table 1: Energy storage technologies [73, 74]

Electricity storage has been a pivotal point in the power system - specifically to harness the full potential

of the renewable energy resources. The key energy storage technologies in practice in the smart energy

system are explored in [75]. Some of the technologies are placed on transmission level and others are in the

distribution system level owing to the capacity and size of initial investment. In table 1 a classification of

electrical energy storage technologies is provided.

A VPP enables the participation of a single battery unit at distribution level alongside large scale battery

banks. EVs present a spatially dynamic energy storage solutions that may also participate in the VPP. In

[76] charging of EVs as a VPP is explored. These technologies through VPP can provide services for peak

demand shifting, voltage and frequency control. A VPP, being decentralized and distributed presents a better

value for the utilization of the total energy potential in the system. VPP can respond quickly to the variation

in renewable energy resources such as utilizing the peak energy generation and scope for small storage units

of EVs, to participate where there is less or no RES based energy available.

A sizable proportion of energy consumption is due to heating and cooling demand. Thermal energy storage

therefore can play a significant role in providing system wide flexibility through low cost storage of heat. In

[77] authors indicate that 45% of the total energy usage in EU is attributed to heating. In [78] the authors

perform a case study to demonstrate how thermal energy storage coupled with variable renewable energy

capacity can attain goals to reduce the environmental impacts while better utilizing the energy potential in

RES.

Converting electricity to heat generates losses due to the Carnot cycle. However, the energy contents in

the fuel can be converted to useful heat more efficiently. This high conversion efficiency can facilitate RES

fluctuations and unlock flexibility. Surplus production during off-peak hours can be converted to heating
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fuels. Then the value of surplus energy rises to the value of fuel. The conversion efficiency in,for example, a

heat pump is higher than that of the direct-resistance heaters based on electricity [79]. The heating demands

can be broadly classified into space heating and water heating. A district heating system is primarily used

for heating demand due to the low cost. In [80] it is demonstrated how high temperature heat pump can

be effectively integrated to a district heating network as both a source and sink. Note that the heating in

this context is also applicable to cooling. In the EU the sources of heat include natural gas, coal, oil and

biomass. Combined Heat and Power (CHP) power plants are rising in share. A case study on the impact

of electricity prices on energy flexibility for a heat pump and thermal storage in a residential building, is

examined by the authors in [80]. The authors highlight how the flexibility potential is unlocked with better

utilization of the boiler tank. In [81] the authors discuss the solar water heating potential across different

regions in Europe. With growing urbanization and habitation, the space cooling requirements are rising in

Europe. A cubit meter of water changing 55-95 ◦C offers around 58 kWh of thermal energy storage for a

moderate residential house in a typical winter day. However house insulation also plays a significant role in

this setting. An adequately insulated house provides load flexibility between 2 to 12 hours while maintaining

occupant comfort. In Denmark for example the large wind power generation is coupled with district heating

network. Surplus power generation during off-peak hours can be stored through a combination of electric

heaters and heat storage with CHP as a balancing unit. Table 2 presents the thermal energy storage system

potential.

Thermal energy storage Capacity (kWh/t) Power (MW) Efficiency (%) Storage Period Cost (e/kWh)

Sensible (hot water) 10-50 0.001-10.0 50-90 day/months 0.1-10

Phase change material 50-150 0.001-1.0 75-90 hours/months 10-50

Chemical reactions 120-250 0.01-1.0 75-100 hours/days 8-100

Table 2: Thermal energy storage potential [82, 83]

8. Scale of a VPP in an electricity market

The scope for a VPP ranges from distribution to transmission levels in a power system. Within the power

systems, VPPs are interconnected and share a common power market. VPP integrates more RES in the

distribution and transmission networks.

Many RES are placed into distributed generation in the low to medium voltage grid. The grids networks

can be classified as radial and meshed. Radial networks are often found in sub-urban areas whereas the

meshed networks in found in urban areas. Often these networks have a few large scale centralized generators.

Placing variable RES based distributed generation in this network, may cause issues such as an islanding

effect due the variations in the power generation from wind or solar, and insulation damage due to high

voltage at the end of the distribution network.
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A VPP formed with a selection of RES can have complementary effects in mitigating the fluctuations

from wind and solar. A dispatchable generator, such as a hydro power unit, will further increase the scope

of the VPP. In addition, inclusion of energy storage units or demand side flexibility can further decrease

the overall fluctuations. The VPP portfolio ranges from small scale (single battery unit, residential demand

side flexibility, roof-top PV) to large scale (wind parks, PV parks and hydro power). The VPP can also be

formulated in different levels from small and regional to distributed and wide. This flexibility enables the

VPP to increase the scope of participation and coordination. Furthermore since VPP is not geographically

constrained, islands, rural areas and cities can also participate as in residential, commercial and industrial

consumers.

Currently there are multiple demonstration projects around the world at a distribution system level, to

study the feasibility and profitability. However the geographic scope of VPPs is directly related to the power

market and actual grid control. Cross border VPPs can play a crucial role in further integrating the power

networks and energy prices through increasing market competition. There is a wide choice of markets that

are accessible to a VPP such as the spot market, reserve power market and ancillary service market. Example

of VPPs are Tesla Energy in Australia, Next Kraftwerke in Germany and PREMIO in France, to name just

a few as found in table 3.

In place of installing new dispatchable or non-dispatchable generation units to meet the rising demand,

the system can benefit from the exploitation of flexibility. However, the scope of flexibility varies from region

to region. For example there is a high degree of system flexibility in Norway due to the hydro power plants.

Furthermore, the pattern of demand side flexibility is different in northern and southern Europe due to the

climatic conditions. A VPP provides a solution to pool together flexibility from both supply and demand

side.

In Fig. 7 a framework listing market services and products alongside responsible parties is presented.

Constraint management services aid system operators (DSO and TSO) optimizing the grid operation in

a flow-based market coupling. Adequacy services are designed to increase the security of supply through

managing the total capacity to offset the long-term peak and non-peak power demand. This service is

requested by TSO and Balance responsible party (BRP) while the Capacity Service Provider (CSP) is the

trading party. Wholesale services, controlled by BRP, aim to reduce the cost of electricity purchase in day-

ahead, intra-day markets and cost adjustment in balancing mechanisms. Balancing services include frequency

regulation mechanisms. This service is requested by TSO and traded by a Balance Service Provider (BSP).

This mechanism pools together the demand side flexibility in the system. A VPP can participate in this

mechanism in coordination with the DSO and TSO for peak load management and reserve power allocation.

For example a single EV can participate in a VPP in different locations. Based on the scale of VPP it can

be uni-lateral on distribution level, or bi-lateral contracts on TSO, or cross-border level. Moreover, a VPP

can expand both the demand and supply side flexibility to broaden the scope.

The tariff is a monthly fee in addition to the absolute power consumption for the maximum hour average
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power output in kW during a month. VPP by utilizing the flexibility can flatten the curve and reduce the

peak input from the external grid. Consequently the cost to the TSO is reduced.
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Figure 7: Scope for VPP in market and products for flexibility [84]

Table 3 presents a list of planned and operational VPPs corresponding to their capacities. It is clear that

more and more power companies and start-ups are forming VPPs.
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Company Capacity (MW) Countries

NextKraftwerke-Ecotricity [85] 6.9 UK

KiWiPower [86] 300

Statkraft [87] 2000

Open Energi [88] 60

Flexitricity [89] 540

Moixa [90] 17

E.on-Thyssenkrupp [91] 600

UK Power Reserve (UKPR) [92] 533

Limejump [93] 150

EDF [94] 866 FR

NextKraftwerke [95] 2 BE

Centrica’s Restore [96] 32 BE

E.on-Thyssenkrupp [97] 600 DE

sonnenVPP [98] 2

Steag [99] 800

AutoGrid [100] 5000

Energy2market [101] 3500

Lichtblick [102] 5

Next Kraftwerke [103] 1000

WEMAG [104] 5

AGL ”Bring Your Own Battery” [105] 5 AU

Simple Energy SA [106] 6

Tesla Energy Plan [107] 250

Origin Virtual Power Plant [108] 5

Plico Energy VPP [109] 6.5

AusGrid ”Power2U” [110] 1

Engie-KiWi [111] 4.1 US

ENEL [112] 157

Enbala [113] 350

Sunrun [114] 295

PG&E [115] 200

Table 3: Planned and operational VPPs around the world

9. VPPs of the future

With reference to table 3 investments are flowing in for capacity expansion along with new VPPs. Apart

from the PV based capacities, there is a surge in storage capacity or battery bank oriented VPP along with

demand side flexibility. Reshaping the peak demand is among the primary objectives among new VPPs.

This facilitates new and emerging technologies such as hydrogen for storage.

Energy policies and regulations are adapting to encourage the share of RES in the total energy mix. VPPs

will further catalyze the adoption and integration of RES based distributed and decentralized sources and

demand side flexibility. Reduction of unitary energy price and climate neutrality are key motivators behind

the adoption of VPP technologies.

With distributed generation based VPPs, comes the challenge of resiliency and reliability. The sector

coupling of power and energy sectors further increase such challenges. Risks owing to loss of load expectation
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and energy expected not served in a VPP are discussed in [116]. Since a VPP is primarily a software solution

with hardware switches, security challenges become prominent. In this report [117] the authors describe the

scope of VPPs to provide a range of grid support services. The cyber security and cyber threats associated

with VPPs are discussed in [118]. Strategies to mitigate cyber threats and communications disruptions in a

VPP are discussed in [119]. A draft framework for cyber security for smart grids in EU is presented in [120].

A VPP is essentially a bottom-up framework where small and medium scale generation units form a

centralized entity to participate in the market. However, asset management and ownership arises as a

challenge as opposed to the conventional top-down power plants. In [121] a Lean sigma approach is discussed

for the power sector. Lean Sigma (LS) is a method to improve the quality to transfer the value while increasing

profit and maintaining a competitive advantage. An LS approach can be applied to VPPs for deriving value

for small scale generation units and consumer participation for the demand side flexibility. Through this, it is

possible to unlock an incremental and continuous growth potential for stake holders, from both the demand

and supply side.

A VPP of the future would employ intelligent strategies for fast response to volatile prices and adapt

to weather changes. EVs can participate in a geographically distributed manner to charge or discharge in

coordination with peak demand. From this point of view, a VPP can ensure high interoperability such as API,

protocols and data exchanges in order to accommodate assets of different technologies and ensure optimal

communication between the assets). Along with scalability, a VPP of the future would be implemented with

sophisticated systems that allow for the rapid identification of operational strategies including preventive,

corrective and restorative actions that ensure high reliability of the technologies involved.

9.1. Towards intelligent VPP solutions

Intelligent and self-learning algorithms can be integrated to the proactive operational planning of the VPP.

The consumer devices such as charging plugs, television, etc. are becoming smart with cognitive learning

of user behaviour. A VPP can learn and be responsive to this behaviour, customized to each household to

adapt to fluctuations from weather, prices, generation, and the likes, in other regions.

Smart control strategies can be implemented in the VPP to facilitate the larger grid for self-healing,

frequency and voltage control. A VPP can enable the formation of cognitive-twins (CT) [122]. CT have

augmented semantic capabilities for identifying the dynamics to formulate inter-links between VPPs. Beyond

residential and commercial demand, industrial processes such as manufacturing can also be adapted to a

VPP [123]. Future VPPs can enable human machine interaction through reasoning and learning based

approach in industries [124]. The power grid control strategies are in transition from conventional centralized

to distributed. The last few years have seen rapid advances in communication technologies and cognitive

devices. Therefore the control strategies need to further develop towards cognitive and responsive control

while being distributed. A VPP as a platform can facilitate these transformations towards a transactive

energy. Since VPPs are not limited to geography while wide in scale and level, virtual control strategies can

be further incorporated to enhance the VPP. Even though all vectors of energy demand are weather aware,
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these vectors are not aware of each other. If the vectors are aware of each other the scope of flexibility can

be further improved while being more coordinated. This feature can be provided by a VPP. The devices we

use (i.e. fridge, computers, etc.) are also becoming more energy efficient. Energy efficient manufacturing as

a part of industry 4.0 is also on the horizon. A VPP can also facilitate such projects through trading values

in terms of how the price is set for a device. Beyond the price and quantity relationship, in economy the

quality and resiliency of curves can be further integrated by a VPP.

10. Conclusion

This paper has explored the scope of virtual power plants in an integrated energy system. Detailed

discussions on the definition of the VPP, classification of VPPs and evolution are provided. Challenges

associated to the VPP both in context of power system, cyber security and asset management are discussed.

The IES oriented VPP in the context of sector coupling is also explored. The current and planned VPPs

around the world with an insight to the scale of VPPs are discussed. Subsequently the future scope of VPP

considering intelligence, smart control and lean sigma process optimization techniques are also brought into

discussion. This paper sets out in an investigative understanding of the state-of-art while shedding light on

the future outlook of VPP. The review and discussions brought forward in this paper has underlined the

scope, opportunity and challenges for a virtual power plant in an integrated energy system. The proposed

scheme expands the opportunity to low cost power generation through integration of distributed energy

systems with high share of renewable resources. Furthermore, the virtual power plant have been categorized

into physical and cyber components. The challenges related to security and privacy are addressed. In the

outlook, the policy measures are required along with regulatory reforms to increase the scope for a virtual

power plant. Specifically sector coupling within the integrated energy systems among electric power system

and heating system require further investigation. Beyond this, energy can be also traded like a currency,

forming an energy bank where the value of energy is traded as a currency in the bank.
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